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WELCOME

JAYBIRD RUN
TRUE WIRELESS SPORT HEADPHONES

- SECURE + COMFORT-FIT INTERCHANGEABLE TIPS & FINS FOR ALL EAR SIZES
- SWEAT-PROOF + WATER RESISTANT
- 4 HOUR PLAYTIME WITH ONE CHARGE + 8H WITH INCLUDED CHARGE CASE
- CUSTOM SOUND PUMP UP THE BASS, OR CRANK THE TREBLE, & NEVER MISS A CALL
Your right Jaybird RUN earbud is the master (main) earbud. The right earbud pairs and connects to your audio device and to the left earbud.

For best Bluetooth performance, try to reduce the distance between your right earbud and your audio device. For example, try to have your audio device in your right pocket or on your right arm if running with an arm band.
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

- EAR TIP
- EAR FIN
- STATUS LED
- MULTI-FUNCTION BUTTON
- MICROPHONE
- OPEN BUTTON / CHARGE CASE BATTERY STATUS LED
- CHARGE STATUS LED LEFT BUD
- CHARGE STATUS LED RIGHT BUD
WHAT’S IN THE BOX

CARRY / ACCESSORY POUCH

USB CHARGING CABLE

2 PAIRS OVAL SILICONE EAR TIPS

2 PAIRS ROUND SILICONE EAR TIPS

4 PAIRS EAR FINS

BUDS WITH EAR TIPS & FINNS INSTALLED

CHARGE CASE

Accessories can also be purchased online at jaybirdsport.com
FIT

Try different combinations of ear tips and fins. The right selection will deliver a great sound and give you a secure comfort-fit that allows you to forget you’re wearing them.
CHARGING – BUDS

Jaybird Run offers you 4 hours of playtime when fully charged. The Charge Case gives you two additional recharge cycles or 8 hours additional playtime.

CHARGING YOUR BUDS

Your buds will start charging as soon as you place them into the Charge Case and close the lid. The left and right LED’s will indicate the charging status for about 10 seconds when not plugged into power.

- Green LED pulses = charging
- Green LED solid = fully charged

A 5 minute charge gives you up to 1 hour of playtime. A full charge can take up to 2 hours if charging from low battery.
CHARGING – CHARGE CASE

To charge the Charge Case use the provided USB cable and plug it into a USB power supply.

The LED in the middle of the Charge Case will indicate the charging status of the case as well as the earbuds.

Green LED pulses = charging
Green LED solid = fully charged

When the charge case runs low on battery the LED will turn red for about 10 seconds on opening or closing the lid.

A full charge can take up to 3 hours.
CONTROLS – ON/OFF

Removing your earbuds from the charge case will automatically turn them on while placing them into the charge case will turn them off.

When not in the case, your buds automatically power down after about 30 minutes of non use.

You can also manually turn your earbuds on or off.  
**OFF** – Pressing on either the left or right button for 3 seconds will turn off both buds.  
**ON** – A single press on each bud for 3 seconds will turn them on.

**POWER ON** – LED turns solid green for about 2.5 seconds  
**POWER OFF** – LED glows solid red for 1.5 seconds  
**PAIRING** – LED blinks green continuously in pairing mode and turns off once connected to a music device or upon reaching timeout (5 min)
CONTROLS – MUSIC & CALLS

LEFT BUD

ACTIVATE SIRI OR GOOGLE ASSISTANT

RIGHT BUD

SINGLE PRESS*

PLAY / PAUSE
ACCEPT / END A CALL

DOUBLE PRESS

SKIP FORWARD
DECLINE A CALL

*You can customize single press functions within the Jaybird app.
CONTROLs – PAIRING

To pair to another device follow the steps below.

1. Turn off the right bud by pressing the multi-function button for 3 seconds.

2. Enter pairing mode by pressing the multi-function button for 6 seconds.

3. Go to Bluetooth settings on your device and select Jaybird Run.
The Jaybird App lets you customize the sound profile on your buds. Your new sound settings are saved right on your buds, so you can play your custom sound on any device – no matter where you go with any device you use.
**NOTE:** The Jaybird app works with Jaybird Run, X3 and Freedom. Other manufacturers and older Jaybird buds are not supported.

Adding additional bass to your sound profile through the Jaybird app will reduce play time.
JAYBIRD APP

SETTINGS

**BUTTON CONTROLS**
Change the way you control your buds.

**NAME**
Rename your buds so you can easily find them on your devices.

**FIND MY BUDS**
Lost one of your buds? Find out where you left it in real time.

**TUTORIALS**
Find tips on how to maximize the use of your buds.
HOW TO RESET

1. To reset your buds to their original factory settings, put your buds in pairing mode by turning the buds off.

2. Push and hold the multi-function button on the right bud for about 6 seconds, until you see the LED flash green.

3. Now press the button twice. Upon successful factory reset, the LED will turn orange and your buds will turn off.

4. Once your buds have been reset they will automatically go into pairing mode once powered on. Select “Forget” or “Remove” Jaybird Run from your device’s Bluetooth menu and pair again.
LISTEN RESPONSIBLY

Avoid excessive volume levels and prolonged periods of listening. Prolonged listening at excessive volume levels may cause permanent hearing disability.

Do not use around road traffic.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

Clean eartips regularly of dirt and wax buildup. To clean, remove eartips from earbuds, then gently wipe away dust and oil with a dry cloth, and/or use warm water and mild soap to remove buildup. Rinse and completely dry before reattaching.

Before charging, ensure earbuds are completely dry of sweat and water.

Video instructions at jaybirdsport.com/support/run